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Online Tracking of Outdoor Lighting Variations
for Augmented Reality with Moving Cameras
Yanli Liu and Xavier Granier
Fig. 1. Resulting integration of a virtual teapot into the building video sequence with moving viewpoints. The virtual teapot is lighted using
a illumination model composed of sunlight and skylight. Thanks to our online tracking of lighting variations, the illumination is consistent from
frame to frame between the real scene and the teapot.
Abstract—In augmented reality, one of key tasks to achieve a convincing visual appearance consistency between virtual objects and video
scenes is to have a coherent illumination along the whole sequence. As outdoor illumination is largely dependent on the weather, the lighting
condition may change from frame to frame. In this paper, we propose a full image-based approach for online tracking of outdoor illumination
variations from videos captured with moving cameras. Our key idea is to estimate the relative intensities of sunlight and skylight via a sparse
set of planar feature-points extracted from each frame. To address the inevitable feature misalignments, a set of constraints are introduced
to select the most reliable ones. Exploiting the spatial and temporal coherence of illumination, the relative intensities of sunlight and skylight
are finally estimated by using an optimization process. We validate our technique on a set of real-life videos and show that the results with
our estimations are visually coherent along the video sequences.
Index Terms—Augmented reality, illumination coherence, moving cameras.
1 Context and Introduction
Augmented reality is a very challenging task since it requires achiev-
ing at least visual consistency between known virtual objects and real
scenes from which most of the parameters are unknown. These param-
eters include 3D geometry, material properties and lighting of the real
scene. While many efforts in augmented reality have been devoted to
geometric calibration of cameras, by either extracting parameters di-
rectly from videos (e.g., [2, 33, 13]), or from new captors embedded in
nowadays mobile devices (such as accelerometers for tracking virtual
cameras [18]), less attention has been put on illumination consistency
between virtual objects and real scenes. This is especially important
for uncontrolled outdoor scenes where lighting variations over time
(due to the time of the day and weathering conditions) may drastically
change a scene’s appearance. Without tracking illumination variations,
the inconsistent variations of lighting between rendered virtual objects
and real ones (such as flickering) will definitely destroy the feeling of
realism of the system, making users aware that the virtual objects are
not real parts of the scene. In this paper, we will focus on tracking
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such lighting variations of outdoor scenes.
Nowadays, handhold devices with video capabilities are easily ac-
cessible. This leads to the possible development of augmented reality
applications for general users. Such applications have to take into ac-
count two main constraints. First, the visualization of the resulting
video at the moment of the capture improves the user’s experience.
To achieve such a goal, the processing has to be done in a streaming-
like (online) manner, leading to the fact that the system can be only
aware of the past frames: solutions based on a global estimation on
the whole video sequence are thus unsuitable. Online processing is a
first step toward real-time solutions. To develop an online algorithm,
we reduce the complexity by relying on a sparse set of pertinent pixels.
We also re-use as much as possible information from previous frames
by taking into account frame-to-frame coherency.
The second constraint is the fact that the viewpoint is moving freely.
The few existing algorithms [16, 17, 29] designed to estimate out-
door illumination are tailored for fixed viewpoints. In case of moving
viewpoints, feature-points misalignment is almostly inevitable even
using the state-of-art techniques to track features. Furthermore, some
feature-points may enter or leave the view frustum from one frame to
another. Obviously, it is more challenging to achieve a stable process
for moving viewpoints.
In this paper, we focus on online tracking of outdoor lighting varia-
tions from videos with moving viewpoint. For this purpose, we intro-
duce some assumptions. First, we consider that the camera calibration
and tracking are done online by another process (such as in [26]). Sec-
ondly, we can reasonably assume that consumer video camera have or
will have access to information like time of the day and GPS coordi-
nates. Such information greatly simplifies the overall process. Finally,
we assume that during the initialization, it is possible to detect some
planar surfaces [12], such as ground, building surfaces. Our approach
will only track such planar patches over the frames. Note also that we
do not intend to accurately reconstruct outdoor lighting, but to be con-
sistent enough for our final purpose that is, the changes due to lighting
are visually consistent between real and virtual objects.
This goal is achieved thanks to the following contribution of the
paper: (1) we develop a novel framework, based on an optimized pro-
cess, to track lighting changes of outdoor videos with moving view-
points. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no published algorithm
yet for online tracking the illumination of outdoor videos with mov-
ing cameras. (2) we estimate the lighting via a sparse set of well-
chosen planar feature-points, which makes the tracking high efficient
and suitable for online processing. (3) to deal with moving viewpoints
and resulting misalignment of feature-points, we make use of some
constraints in-between frames based on the observed characteristics of
outdoor lighting. These contributions leads to a stable estimation on a
reduced set of feature-points. The presented algorithm achieves nearly
real-time processing with an un-optimized Matlab implementation.
2 PreviousWork
Sunlight and skylight are distant lights and may thus be assumed as
almost constant over the real scene observed from a frame. Direct
measurements of illumination may be obtained by putting makers or
light probes [27, 22] into the real world. The use of light probes leads
to an accurate estimation of directional distribution of light. However,
it also results in large computational cost due to the dense directional
sampling that has to be processed. Recent works have shown that it
is possible to create such an environment map dynamically [7] and
to have a dynamic [9] or real-time [6] acquisition. Unfortunately, for
a context where the camera is moving freely, we need a sufficiently
dense set of makers in order to ensure at least one of them is visible in
each frame to capture lighting intensities [6]. In this paper, we estimate
illumination directly from video frames and thus our system does not
require any supplemental devices.
Estimating the lighting parameters is a complex inverse problem.
Assuming a correct photometric calibration, a pixel directly measures
the intensity resulting from the influence of geometry, reflective prop-
erty, and incident lighting. In a controlled environment, it is possible
to add further assumptions that allow such a recovery of the three com-
ponents, namely BRDFs, 3D geometry and lighting ([21, 4]). It relies
in general on an iterative optimization process to estimate one after
the other two components. However, outdoor scenes are un-controlled
environments. By assuming the sole knowledge of 3D geometry, it
is possible to estimate the two other components that are BRDFs and
lighting (e.g., light position and reflectance in [5]). In order to esti-
mate lighting only, previous works generally assume a known BRDFs
and 3D geometry. Based on this a-priori knowledge, illumination es-
timation may be computed from intensity variations such as shading
(e.g. [1]), shadows (e.g. [31]). All the above techniques mostly rely
on a full 3D reconstruction or on dense 3D information [20]. In our
approach, in order to lower down the overall complexity for online
processing, we want to reduce the number of samples on which the
computation will be done. We also need to reduce the amount of re-
quired information that we have to estimate.
Recently, two main trends have emerged to estimate parameters
from images and videos. The first one is based on time-lapse se-
quences. Lalonde et al. [15] propose an approach to estimate GPS
coordinates and camera parameters. Such an approach is based on the
assumptions that a large amount of sky is visible in each frames and
that the viewpoint is fixed. Similarly, Junejo and Hassan [11] esti-
mate the same parameters from shadows. Based on a daylight model,
Sunkavalli et al. [29] propose to estimate the sunlight and the skylight
from a video sequence. The second trend is data-driven estimation
of illumination. As an example, Lalonde et al. [14] have collected a
large set of time-lapse sequence from webcam located all around the
United State. Based on this data, they demonstrate that it is possible
to recover parameters for both appearance and illumination. Unfortu-
nately, all these approaches are not suitable for online processing since
they require the use of the whole video sequence or a large database.
Recently, Liu et al. [17] have shown that, for a fixed camera, and
with a coarse knowledge of 3D scene, it is possible to recover the il-
lumination in a video sequence with online computation. To achieve
such a result, a set of reference images is acquired through a training
process from the initial video. Illumination is computed as a combi-
nation of these images. Unfortunately, the training step may require
a long video sequence. Alternatively, exploiting the relation between
image statistics and lighting parameters, the authors have later intro-
duced [16] a statistics-based approach but still limited to a fixed view-
point.
3 Overview
To design our algorithm, we assume a strong correlation in lighting
over large spatial and temporal extents [10]. With such an assump-
tion, we combine information of current frame with the previous one
to estimate the relative variations of sunlight and skylight. Since us-
ing all the pixels would make the underlying optimization process too
highly constrained and too computational expensive, we thus perform
the estimation on a limited set of clustered feature-points.
Illumination Model As suggested by dichromatic reflection
model [25], most of real-world surfaces exhibit a mixture of interface
reflection (specular reflection) and body reflection (diffuse reflection).
Based on this model, researchers in computer vision have derived the
widely-used assumption of neutral interface reflection (see [3]). This
assumption states that the color of the specular reflection is the same
as the color of the incident lighting. In our approach, we also exploit
this statement.
Moreover, like existing works on outdoor illumination estimation
(e.g., [24, 28, 16]), we model the sunlight as a time-varying directional
light which colored intensity is Lsun(t) and its direction l(t), and the
skylight as a time-varying ambient light with colored intensity Lsky(t).
Under these two assumptions, the trichromatic (RGB) color I p(t) of

















where np is the surface normal at p, hp(t) the half-vector between l(t)
and the view direction at p, ρ p is trichromatic diffuse coefficients of
surface at pixel p, kp and mp are the specular properties of surface,
and ssunp ∈ [0,1] and s
sky
p ∈ [0,1] are the shadowing term due the 3D
scene geometry for the sunlight and the skylight (ambient occlusion).
Feature-points Similarly to lighting estimation, estimating illu-
mination variations would requires in theory the knowledge of 3D ge-
ometry (at least normals) and BRDFs properties of each pixel. Since
we consider a moving viewpoint, these properties would have to be
also estimated at each frame, making the process impracticable for
nearly real-time solution. Instead, we prefer to select a subset of per-
tinent pixels, called feature-points, on which the normal and coarse
BRDFs model may be easily estimated: this is the case for non-
shadowed part of planar surfaces. Indeed, the identification of planar
points may be easily done by estimating a homography and by com-
puting re-projection error in-between frames. The selection of feature-
points and the tracking of their attributes (normal and BRDFs) are de-
scribed in Section 5.
Online Processing The core process of our approach works as an
out-of-core solution. Assuming that visually coherent lighting, nor-
mals, and BRDFs have been estimated in a calibration step, for each
frame t, we combine the information provided by the feature points
of the current and previous frame with the estimated lighting param-
eters of the previous frame t − 1. For newly appeared planar feature
points, we use current lighting parameters to compute their appearance
attributes (BRDFs and normals). We detail the process in Section 4.
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Fig. 2. Relative RGB lighting intensities of video building for different
value of smoothness factor λ . For simplicity, only the values for the sunlight
are shown. Since the estimation is relative to the initial guess, we use 1 as
reference intensity in the first frame.
4 Tracking Lighting Parameters
One of the main assumptions of our approach, is that the outdoor light-
ing is changing very slowly compared with the video frame rate. To
confirm this assumption, we have experimented lighting estimation
technique of Liu et al. [16] and have observed that there was no no-
ticeable changes during time intervals smaller than 1/5 seconds, even
for days with drastically changing weather. Therefore, for video frame
rate higher than 15fps, we can track sunlight changes in a new frame by
minimizing the intensity difference between two consecutive frames.
The energy to minimize is defined as the sum of a data term (Edata(t),
which minimization provides a coarse estimation of lighting in frame
t) and a smoothness term (Esmootht,t-1 , which tries to preserve previously
estimated lighting):
E(t) = (1−λ )Edata(t)+λ Esmootht,t-1
with λ ∈ [0,1]. The influence of smoothness factor λ is shown in Fig-
ure 2. With λ = 0, we only use the coarsely estimated lighting: there
is no tracking of the lighting changes, resulting in a lot of oscillations
and thus, flickering in the final rendering. With λ = 1, there will be no
lighting changes over the frames.
In order to simplify the notation, we will only notice the depen-
dency on t when required for the comparison between two consecutive
frames. By default, a denoted value is valid for the current frame only.
E = (1−λ )Edata +λ Esmootht,t-1 . (2)
Data Term Denoting Ĩ p(t) the intensity of pixel p in frame t com-
puted using Equation (1), and I p(t) the actual intensity, the data term
is defined as the sum over all frame’s pixels of the difference between
actual pixel intensity and computed one
Edata = ∑
p
|I p − Ĩ p|
2 .
Performing such a minimization on all the frame’s pixels may be
prohibitively expensive. We thus prefer to rely on a reduced set of
reliable feature-points clustered according to their color and planarity
similarities. All feature-points of a resulting cluster Ωi j will likely
share the same BRDFs and normal. Reader may refer to Section 5 for
details. The minimization is computed only on these points, leading to





|I p − Ĩ p|
2 .
Due to the inevitable misalignments of feature-points resulting from
camera movements, the intensity difference of a feature-point between
two consecutive frames is mainly composed of the lighting changes
and the feature misalignments. The selection of reliable features which
can best reveal lighting changes is thus essential. Our key assumption
for this selection is that lighting changes are global. On the contrary,
feature misalignment is a local error. Hence, we score the reliabil-
ity (i.e., minimize the influence of potential outliers) of every planar





2/σ 2 , (3)
where Ii j is the mean intensity of all the selected features in Ωi j and
Zi j is the following normalization factor
Zi j = ∑
p∈Ωi j
e−(Ip−Ii j)
2/σ 2 . (4)
The final data term is defined as the weighted distance between image





ωi jp|I p − Ĩ p|
2 . (5)
Smooth Term Since in real-world videos, the lighting change also
smoothly, and in order to track the light intensities over frames, we
introduce a smooth term into our energy function. This smooth term
is simply defined as the sum of differences of sunlight and skylight
between two consecutive frames:
Esmootht,t-1 = |L
sun(t-1)−Lsun(t)|2 + γ|Lsky(t-1)−Lsky(t)|2 (6)
We introduce the factor γ > 1, since we have noticed in our experi-
ments that the variations of skylight are smaller than that of sunlight,
which is in accordance with common sense.
Implementation Details The nonlinear least-squares minimiza-
tion can be solved iteratively using standard optimization techniques
such as Levenberg-Marquadt or fminsearch in MATLAB. We have
experimented different value of λ (see Figure 2) and found that λ =
0.1, γ = 5 and σ = 1 are good default settings.
In this paper, we track lighting changes on non-shadowed areas
(see next section). In these regions, illumination and its changes are
mainly due to sunlight. To ease the optimization, we thus first use
Lsun(t-1) and Lsky(t-1) to estimate Lsun(t), and then fix Lsun(t) to es-
timate Lsky(t).
5 Selection of Feature Points
Our approach to detect and track feature-points is based on the KLT al-
gorithm [30]. We further add some specific constraints for the feature-
points to be more pertinent, to ease the online update of their attributes
and to lower down the overall computational cost.
5.1 Definition and Initialization of Clusters
Our system is based on a sparse set of feature-points that have strong
normals and BRDFs coherence, as illustrated in Figure 3. Constructed
into an initialization step, this clustering is transferred from frame to
frame in order to track the corresponding properties of feature-points.
(a) KLT feature-points (e) Final Clustered feature-points
(b) Lighted Areas (c) Planar Surfaces (d) Color Clustering
Fig. 3. System initialization. On the whole set of feature points (a), we keep only the sunlit ones (b). We cluster the remaining feature-points according to
their belonging to quasi-planar surfaces (c) and to their color (d). The remaining sparse feature-points (e) have strong normal and BRDFs properties. Note
that only features on the large planar surfaces are selected.
When estimating illumination from every frame, the occlusion term
sp is also required. It is difficult to accurately and consistently de-
tect shadows under dynamically changing lighting: the most accurate
techniques rely on the knowledge of 3D geometry [20, 23]. Recent
shadow detection techniques are also still quite expensive to reach a
sufficiently accurate estimation []. In our approach, we rely only on
sparse un-shadowed feature-points (ssun = ssky = 1) that are easier to
detect with a simple threshold on the luminance []. Another solution
is to manually mark-out shadowed regions.
To ease the estimation of normal that we attribute to each feature-
point, we assume that the scene contains some planar (or quasi-planar)
regions such as building facades, ground... These planar regions may
be detected using automatic algorithms (e.g. [12, 8]) or manually
marked out and tracked over frames. Thus, we first cluster the feature
points according to their appurtenance to a set of quasi-planar sur-
faces Pi,(i = 1...N). For traditional outdoor scenes containing some
buildings, the most representative surfaces are the vertical ones and
the ground [].
To ensure coherent BRDF inside a cluster, we further cluster the
feature-points according to their color (by using a mean-shift algo-
rithm). Denoting Mi the number of color clusters in Pi, we finally
obtain the set of clusters Ωi j,(i = 1...N, j = 1...Mi).
5.2 Tracking of Feature Points: Clustering
Similarly to [30], we extract feature-points for each frame t and match
them with feature-points of frame t-1, using similarity of their descrip-
tor. Three categories of points are defined: (i) points are not paired;
(ii) points are paired with previously clustered points; (iii) points are
paired with previously un-clustered points (we denote them as new
feature-points).
The two first categories are easy to deal with. In (i), we keep these
points, but do not use them for the tracking of light parameters. In (ii),
each new feature-point is attached to the cluster of its paired one: their
normal and reflectance attributes are thus directly transferred. Since
we have selected quasi-planar feature-points during the initialization,
we preserve this characteristic over the frames.
For the third category, we need more steps to ensure that the feature-
points have the required properties and can be clustered with a suf-
ficient reliability. For this purpose, for each planar region Pi, we
first estimate a homograph transformation Hi between already clus-
tered feature-points from frame t and those from frame t-1, using the
techniques []. Based on Hi, we compute re-projection error between
feature-point p from frame t and to its paired feature-point qp from
frame t-1:
hi(p) = |qp −Hi · p|
2 (7)
Low hi(p) ensure that p belongs to the quasi-planar region Pi.
To judge if p belongs to cluster Ωi j , we also need to check the BRDF
consistency and we thus introduce a criteria based on color difference.
For each cluster Ωi j, we compute the mean value I i j of its already-
paired feature-points from current frame t. For each new feature-point
p, we thus calculate the distance ci j(p) between its pixel value I p and
the mean value:
ci j(p) = |I p −I i j|
2 (8)
The final distance function of p to cluster Ωi j is defined as
di j(p) = α hi(p)+(1−α)ci j(p) , (9)
with α is a user-selected parameter to weight the two criteria. The
cluster p belongs to is thus defined by the property
p ∈ Ωargmin
(i, j)
di j(p) . (10)
To improve the robustness, we need to take into account spatial con-
sistency. We thus introduce a new criterion that rejects feature-points
for which the following condition is not fulfilled:
(min
i j





Fig. 4. Online selection of planar feature-points without (left column) and
with (right column) spatial consistency and shadow detection. For our ex-
periments, we set α = 0.3,ε = 0.8. Note that in the frames of the lower row,
almost all the misclustered feature-points including the red points on the left
wall, the points on the building and trees, and the points on the shadow
ground are removed.
where ε is a user-selected parameter to ensure that the labeling does
not introduce too large errors, where Ti j(Np) is the number of feature-
points which has been labeled as Ωi j in p’s neighborhood Np and fi-
nally, and where Nmin is another user-selected parameter that chooses
what is the reasonable minimal neighborhood size to ensure a suffi-
ciently accurate estimation. We set Nmin = 3 for all the examples of
the paper.
5.3 Tracking of Un-shadowed Feature Points
After the initialization and for each frame, we check the likelihood of
a feature-point to turn into shadow in order to still keep only the most
likely sunlit feature-points for tracking the lighting parameters. For
convenience, we still denote the selected sunlit feature-point sets that
have same normal i and color j as Ωi j. For system stability, we reject
the clusters Ωi j size is less than a threshold #Ωmax. We simply set
#Ωmax = 5 for the examples shown in the paper.
Before the adjustment of light parameters, we first check whether
every feature-points in Ωi j has turned into shadow in the current
frames. For this purpose, we use a similar approach than for BRDF
clustering (see previous section). We set a feature-point as un-
shadowed if it fulfills the two following conditions:
1. The feature-points have to be correlated to un-shadowed feature-
points. First, we test the set of points that are paired with clus-
tered points of previous frame: they cannot be labeled as un-
shadowed if their paired points are not un-shadowed ones. Sec-
ondly, we test the points that are paired with previously un-
clustered points: they cannot be declared un-shadowed if their
neighboring feature-points are not un-shadowed.













Table 1. Test scenes and corresponding average frame per second (fps)
and average number of feature points estimated on 1,000 frames. The time
estimation only includes the processes described in this paper.
2. The feature-point has not turned into shadow. For this we check
the intensity change inside the cluster Ωi j. Denoting I
mean
i j (t-1)
the average luminance of the cluster in previous frame t-1, we




i j (t-1)|> µ .
In our experiments, we set µ = 0.6
6 Tracking the Reflectance Attributes
The reflectance attributes (normals and BRDFs) are transferred
through the clustering process described in the previous section. We
thus need to only initialize their values. This initialization is done on
the first two frames.
Still assuming the lighting does not change significantly in-between
two consecutive frames, the color difference of a feature-point p is
only caused by the change of viewpoint. As camera movement is
known, according to Equation (1), the image difference at p in lit re-
gions can be formulated in terms of specular properties kp and mp:
Î
di f f









Similar to [32], we approximate surface BRDFs as piecewise constant
specular component and spatially varying diffuse component that is,





















To obtain ki and mi through above equation, L
sun is required to be
known. Note that for videos, the relative lighting to the first frame is
enough. To track the relative variations of lighting, we assume L to be
1 in the first frame. With Lsun and initials of ki and mi, by minimiz-
ing about function, the relative k and m to the sunlight are obtained.

















where Np is the neighborhood of p and T is the number of pixels of
Np.
After the initialization, and for each frame, ki and mi are simply
transferred according to the planar type Pi of feature points. For
new ones, we calculate the diffuse coefficient ρ p according to Equa-
tion (15) after lighting estimation.
7 Results and Discussions
7.1 Test Setups
We have tested our approach on three real videos, with different com-
plexities of the contained real scene (see Table 1 for the characteristics
laboratory scene
wall scene
Fig. 5. Integration results of two test videos: laboratory (upper row) and wall (lower row). The virtual objects in these scenes are respectively the two
flowerpots and a yellow car. The whole sequences are shown in companion videos.
Scene
All Feat. Points New Feat. Points
light. est. shad. det. hom. estim. spac. cons.
building 9.82% 0.09% 89.38% 0.71%
laboratory 13.27% 0.12% 84.94% 1.67%
wall 8.01% 0.2% 91.1% 0.69%
Table 2. Average proportion of the different steps in the total computational
cost. From left to right: optimization process for lighting estimation (see
Section 4), shadow detection (see Section 5.3), homography estimation and
spatial consistency test. New features points are points that requires further
process to be clustered (see Section 5.2).
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Sunlight variation Skylight variation
Frame at position (1) Frame at position (2) Frame at position (3)
Fig. 6. Estimated variations of sunlight and skylight for the building video.
As a reference, we also display the average intensity of each frame (black
curve).
and Figure 1, Figure 5 and the companion videos for the visual re-
sults). The videos were taken by a Canon SD780 IS camera with a
non-experts user handholding it. During the whole sequence, we as-
sume a constant focal length while the camera may move freely. To
show our integration results, the camera movement has to ensure that
the virtual objects are in the field of view. Our algorithm is imple-
mented without any optimization on Matlab on an Intel i7 2.67GHz
CPU with 6GB of RAM. The resolution of three videos is 640×480.
Note that, since the only 3D information that we have are the regions
that correspond to quasi-planar geometry, we position the virtual ob-
ject on such surfaces and we assume that it can not receive any shadow
casted by the real scene geometry. For lighting the virtual object, we
directly use the Equation (1). To transfer the shadows (both ssun and
ssky) casted by the virtual object on the real planar surface, we adopt
a standard solution by evaluating two illumination values from Equa-





with (resp. without) the rendered shadow and ambient occlusion due
to the virtual object on the planar surface. In newly shadowed regions,










Our approach requires an initialization step. We illustrate the possible
automatic process that we introduce in Section 5.1 on the building
scene in Figure 3. In the scene presented in this figure, there are two
kinds of planar surfaces (the ground and the wall on the left of image).
The final clustered feature-points are show in Figure 3 (e), where dif-
ferent colors represent different clusters. The feature-points and their
attributes are tracked over frame, as illustrated in Figure 4. Our feature
selection results in a low number of points, which is sufficient for our
lighting estimation. For the two videos in Figure 5, the selection of
planar surfaces and of un-shadowed regions was done manually, illus-
trating that our approach is robust to different initialization strategies.
To estimate the variations of sunlight and skylight, we have intro-
duced an optimization process that try to minimize the spatial variation
and the variation over frames using two energy functions. The coeffi-
cient λ balances between these two energy functions. We have tested
different values of λ on the resulting estimation of lighting. As it can
be seen in Figure 2, without minimization of changes over time, the
variations of sunlight has too many oscillations, which would cause
noticeable appearance flicker on virtual objects. With the increase
of λ , the lighting is more stable. Since there is no published algo-
rithms for online tracking outdoor illumination under moving cameras,
in Figure 6, we compared our approach with estimation based on aver-
aging all the pixel intensities of each frame, which is simple yet easy
to come up with. Our approach provide a richer and more accurate
information since we show that the variations of sky and sky lighting
are correlated but different, with stronger variations for sunlight and
smoother one for skylight.
The integration of a virtual object into videos is not only an im-
portant goal of our algorithm, but also an effective way to examine
the consistency of the estimation. Figures 1 and 5 show the integra-
tion results of the three test-scenes. The three videos are all captured
under cloudy days, in which the sunlight is sometimes blocked and
unblocked by clouds. In these cases, the appearances of the virtual ob-
jects match well the overall illumination of the video. It demonstrates
that although our approach uses a sparse set of feature points span-
ning on one or two planar surfaces, the estimated results are stable and
consistent. Please see the supplementary videos to this paper for the
complete results.
We have evaluated the performance and shown the results in Table 1
and Table 2. From Table 1, we show that even with a non-optimized
version of our approach, our solution reach quasi real-time perfor-
mances. Indeed, as shown in Table 2, the vast majority of time is spent
on the fitting of the homography. So it is no wonder that the algorithm
efficiency strongly related to the number of different number of planes
(see Table 1). The minimization of energy function to estimate the
sunlight and skylight, usually takes only 10% ∼ 15%. We strongly be-
lieve that with an optimized and parallelized version of our algorithm
which will be suitable for multicore architectures such as GPUs, we
can achieve real-time. For such a goal, we have to focus first on the
homography estimation. An optimized version would allow also the
use of a larger number of planar surfaces to extend the range of possi-
ble scenes that our approach could deal with. The memory complexity
of the proposed system is O(n), where n is the number of selected
feature-points. Theoretically, at least 4 feature-points for every plane
cluster are required to fit a homography. To make the algorithm ro-
bust, the numbers of feature-points actually used for three examples
are listed in Table 1. We also tested the performance of our algorithm
with SIFT [19], another classical feature-points detection algorithm.
Since we have optimized the selection of feature-points, we found our
algorithm is not very sensitive to feature-points detection algorithms.
As KLT is much faster than SIFT on both CPUs and GPUs, especially
on CPUs, in the paper we chose KLT to detect feature-points. One
can also use SIFT and other feature-points detection algorithms if not
taking into account time efficiency.
7.3 Limitations and Future Work
The main goal of the presented algorithm is to provide a user with an
Augmented Reality experience with its mobile and general purpose
camera. This leads to the assumptions that we do not have the full
3D reconstruction of the real scene, and to the fact that the estimation
of shadows can only rely on a pure image-processing approach. To
estimate the lighting variations on reliable pixels, we focus on fully
lighted ones. Sufficient to track the variations with a visual quality,
such an approach is not suitable for a fully accurate estimation. In-
deed, the skylight is dominant in shadowed areas, and taking into ac-
count such values would improve the separation between sky and sun
lighting. One solution for online estimation would be to use stereo
cameras [20], but unfortunately, this provides the system with only
partial 3D information about the visible scene, and shadows may be
due to geometry not visible in the current viewpoint. As we are rely-
ing on a reduce set of feature points, future improvements need to deal
with this partial 3D information.
Secondly, since our system is tracking the lighting variations, the
overall quality depends on the quality of the initialization. We have
both experimented manual and automatic steps and shown that your
algorithm is working in both cases. However, the automatic solution
is fast but may fail in some cases, and the manual initialization may
be tedious for a non-expert user. Generally speaking, to reach a phys-
ically accurate technique, not a visual consistent one as introduced
here, we need to improve the quality of this initialization. An assisted
semi-automatic calibration step may help in creating a more friendly
and robust algorithm.
Currently, our tracking relies on independent evaluation on R, G
and B channels. Once again, our results show that this is sufficient for
visual quality. A third possibility to increase accuracy is to take into
account the color or spectra characteristics into the lighting estimation.
However, as noticed by Sunkavalli et al. [29], the current color models
are not suited for optimization. They introduce a new model as a lin-
ear model, but it is not an a-priori model and it still requires a global
optimization on the whole video sequence.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a fully image-based pipeline for on-
line tracking of lighting variations of outdoor videos. This approach
does not require any a-priori knowledge of the 3D scene and works
with moving viewpoint. It is based on the selection of a sparse set of
feature points that are sufficiently reliable to perform the tracking. The
tracking itself is done through an energy minimization that takes into
account the temporal and spatial consistency. Our approach manages
the changes and thus misalignment of feature points with the camera
movement, ensuring a stable estimation on this sparse set. We have
experimented our approach on a set of real-life videos, and we have
shown the efficiently of such a pipeline. We have also discussed some
of the limitations and possible future work.
This work is the first step of a long march to a seamless and real-
time AR solution for videos with moving viewpoint. First, an opti-
mized version of our algorithm that is suitable for massively paral-
lel processor such as GPUs would help in reaching real-time perfor-
mances. Secondly, our approach relies on the quality of the process
initialization that may be improved by the combination of simplified
manual inputs and automatic processes. Finally, an improved shadow-
detection would certainly help in increasing the quality of sky lighting
and in allowing real objects to cast shadows on virtual objects. This
last improvement would certainly require more 3D information: ob-
taining such information for the whole scene is still challenging for
online processing.
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